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Abstract

Whereas QR codes are being used massively for
several applications, it is not widely-known that
they are patented. Companies owning patent
rights have begun to file lawsuits for the use of QR
codes in specific scenarios. Apart from that, QR
codes are visually unpleasant, they have been de-
signed to be read by machines, not humans. This
paper describes a novel code, the Gliif, which has
been engineered to blend into existing artwork to
seamlessly create interactivity into every piece of
marketing material generated. Every Gliif gener-
ated has a unique identifier (among 10 trillion dif-
ferent values). The paper describes the work re-
quired both in the App and server sides, with em-
phasis on the advanced computer vision techniques
that have been required.
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1 Introduction

QR codes have become an immensely popular
means of linking the physical and digital worlds
[1]. These codes, first designed for the automotive
industry in Japan, are now widely used for prod-
uct tracking, document management, item identi-
fication, advertising, etc. While they are mostly
used to redirect the user to a URL, more advanced
applications are possible. When the URL points
to a proxy server that redirects to the company
URL, analytics can be obtained. This will include
data such as total hits, country, operating system,
hits per day, etc. The data is mostly based on
the data exposed by the mobile device at the mo-
ment of scanning the code. In advertising, QR
code tracking (i.e. counting the hits for specific
campaign QR codes), is achieved by generating
multiple short URLs (short URLs are decoded in
a URL shortener server which redirects to a typi-
cally larger (or difficult to remember) URL. Exam-
ple shortening services are bit.ly and tinyurl.com).
The QR codes scanned embed these short URLs,
which redirect the user to the correct campaign
URL while hits are counted for each campaign.

However, few people know that QR codes are
patented by a number of companies. One com-
pany owning QR code-related patents has cho-
sen not to exercise his rights. However, at least
one other company has already initiated lawsuits
for patent infringement related to the use of QR
codes. More specifically, the patent violated in
this case refers to ”the use of QR codes that con-
tain any index that is sent to a server and used
to lookup the URL of the content server, which
is then returned to the user device to enable it to
connect with the content server” [2, 3]. Pending
litigation in the QR code space is concerning.

Another problem of QR codes is that they are
not visually pleasant. Technically-minded people
do not quite see how unaesthetic QR codes are
[4]. Despite attempts at embellishing traditional
QR codes, see [5], the fact is that they are de-
signed to be read by machines, their target market
is computers not consumers. That is the reason
why many top brands do not use them extensively
(think of Vogue magazines). A similar problem oc-
curs with Microsoft Tags [6]. On the other hand,
QR codes can be malicious in nature, so security
is another concern.

There have been recent attempts at providing less
disruptive codes. The digital watermarking tech-
nology embeds codes in images, as in Digimarc’s
Discover [7]. Digital watermarking is very simi-
lar to steganography [8], the practice of concealing
messages in images. The Discover mark is invisible
to a human’s eye, and so it is not visually disrup-
tive. However, users do not know that something
is behind the photo, which means that an icon and
instructions on the download of the app have to
be placed near the photo. The technique is cer-
tainly useful to conceal data, not to expose it, so
QR and watermarking are actually extreme oppo-
sites. The TouchCode technology [9] uses a special
ink for printing codes. This ink interacts with the
smartphone’s capacitive screen, much like our fin-
gers do. It is not clear, however, what is the cost
involved in such special printing process. Besides,
the codes themselves cannot be read when images
are displayed on screens. Documobi iPR [10] and
Ricoh’s Clickable Paper [11] use the photo itself as
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the code. The image captured by the smartphone
is matched with the photos stored in a remote
database. Image recognition can, however, be less
than robust in unrestricted conditions. Besides,
as more images are uploaded to the database the
possibility of false positives and errors increase.

In this scenario, we describe a novel code, called
Gliif, that serves the same purpose of QR codes.
Besides having a less disruptive appearance, bil-
lions of different codes can be generated and
tracked with added security. Gliif is currently in
beta. This paper is organized as follows. Section
2 gives an overview of the system. Sections 3 and
5 describe the mobile and server sides of the sys-
tem. Finally, the main conclusions are outlined in
Section 6.

2 Gliif Overview

Figure 2 shows two example Gliif codes. These
codes admit a logo at the center, and they can be
themselves embedded into advertisements or other
printed media (including screens), see Figure 3. A
Gliif can be blended into a publication or made to
stand out. Compare QR codes and Gliif codes in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Compare the visual appearance of Gliif
and QR codes.

Essentially, the starred pattern encodes unique in-
formation that can be used to link to the digital
content. Figure 4 shows the main use case. First
the user scans a Gliif code. The Gliif code image
is then sent to a server which, using advanced de-
coding algorithms, obtains the associated informa-
tion (typically a URL). The decoded information

is then sent back to the user.

Figure 2: Two example Gliif codes with logo in-
serts.

Figure 3: Example advertisements with Gliif
codes.
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Figure 4: Overview of the Gliif system.

Figure 5: Gliif App screenshots.

3 Gliif App

The Gliif App for iOS allows the user to scan Gliif
codes, Figure 5 shows four screenshots. The user
has to sign up or sign in with an existing account
(the user can also sign up through the Gliif web).
Then he can point the smartphone to a Gliif code,
which is sent to the Gliif decoding server. The
server returns information associated to that Gliif
code, such as an URL, which is displayed within
the App. Scanned codes are kept in the user’s
history in the server and can be also displayed in
the App.

The main purpose of the App is to automatically
detect the Gliif code, capture a sharp image of
it and send it to the server for decoding. In the
following the main stages involved are described.

Gliif codes can be as small as 1” wide. The smart-
phone may therefore be very close to the printed

code. This implies that focusing has to be tightly
controlled. Exposure is also controlled in the App
in order to get a clear image. The next step is
to search for the GLIIF word, which is always at
the bottom of the code, see Figure 6. This was
done using the Stroke Width Transform (SWT)
[12], which is both robust and efficient. Even
though SWT is relatively fast, in the smartphone
it took roughly 3 seconds to process a single frame
(iPhone 4S). Our decision was to overlay a cen-
tered yellow viewfinder box over the live capture
image. The viewfinder box is 700 by 700 pixels.
The user has to keep the Gliif code roughly inside
the box. This way, the GLIIF word search was
performed only in the region within the lower half
of the viewfinder box, thus accelerating detection
significantly. After detection the word, we had to
ensure that the word was GLIIF. OCR was out
of the question for efficiency reasons, so a simpler
width/height ratio check was imposed. Using Fig-
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ure 6, this ratio was measured, having a value of 3.
Note that such check can be passed by any word
having a similar ratio (roughly any 5-letter word),
although this was more than sufficient in our case.

Figure 6: Fixed assets in a Gliif code.

The Gliif code may be rotated in the image, a ro-
tation has to be performed. Note that the word lo-
calizer will always give a horizontal rectangle, even
though the code is skewed, see Figure 7-left. There
are techniques such as the Hough transform that
can be used to detect the skew angle of text lines.
However, a simpler and computationally more ef-
ficient solution was needed. The word region was
thresholded and then a search was performed for
the first text pixel above letters G and F, see Fig-
ure 7-right. From these two heights a skew angle
could be obtained. In other words, text rotation
was determined from vertical offset of letters ”G”
and ”F” with respect to the detected text box.

Figure 7: Skew angle estimation.

Since there is a fixed relation between the GLIIF
word height and the height and width of the whole
code, it is possible to infer the latter. Thus, from
the position and height of the detected word rect-
angle, the position and size of the whole code is
inferred. However, when the Gliif code is rotated
in the image, the height of the rectangle differs
from the height of the word GLIIF (see Figure 7-
left). In order to correct the measured rectangle
height, we have to consider the following problem:
If I have a rectangle rotated at a known angle with
respect to a rectangle of known dimensions that
encloses it, how can I find the dimensions of the
inscribed/inner rectangle?, see Figure 8.

In this case, it is easy to see that:

X = h sin(α) + w cos(α) (1)

Figure 8: Rectangles considered for height correc-
tion.

Y = w sin(α) + h cos(α) (2)

then, taking into account that w = 3h, it can be
shown that:

h =
X

3 cos(α) + sin(α)
(3)

which provides the correct height h.

Once we have the inferred limits of the whole
Gliif code and angle α, the region is warped to
a horizontal box of fixed dimensions 700x700, see
Figure 9, which is then sent to the server for de-
coding (such high resolution is needed for decod-
ing). Despite the visual complexity of the Gliif
code (as compared with QR codes), the tech-
niques implemented allow scanning them in 3-4
seconds (iPhone 4S). The Gliif code detector has
been coded using the OpenCV computer vision
library[13] in order to ensure portability to An-
droid and desktop platforms. Eventually, an open-
source library for Gliif recognition will be made
available.

In summary, the detection steps are shown in Al-
gorithm 1.

Apart from the scanning process, the App imple-
ments other less complex features. There are two
type of Gliif codes: campaign codes and contact
codes. The latter are associated to a user, which
can generate his/her own Gliif code through the
Gliif web. Button ’My GLIIF’ (see top of the
fourth screenshot in Figure 5) allows to display
the user’s own contact Gliif. A vCard-type fea-
ture has been implemented so that another user
can scan that Gliif code and the contact is auto-
matically added to his/her list of contacts.

On the other hand, push notifications are also sup-
ported so that user can receive offers and updates
about products scanned. The scanning of a Gliif is
only the beginning of the communication process.
Brands will have the ability to push messages di-
rectly to the hyper targeted database that they
are building with every scan. This can be used for
consumer loyalty programs, event notification etc.
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Figure 9: Captured images (left) and the corre-
sponding 700x700 image sent to the server (right).

Figure 10: Left: My Gliif. Right: Contacts.

An ’out-of-network’ feature has been also imple-
mented. When the user does not have Internet
connectivity, the scanned Gliif code is temporar-
ily stored in the smartphone. When connectivity
is restored scanned codes are sent to the servers
for decoding.

1 for Every input frame do
2 Adjust camera focus and exposure

according to the approximate position of
the center of the Gliff word

3 Wait until focus/exposure operations
finish

4 Is there any word inside the lower half
of the viewfinder? If not, continue loop

5 Check that the word has a width/height
ratio of 3, otherwise continue loop

6 Threshold image within Gliif word
rectangle

7 Estimate skew angle
8 Correct Gliif word rectangle height

using Eq. (3)
9 From the height, estimate size of the

whole Gliif code, check that is not below
a minimum size threshold, otherwise
continue loop

10 From the height, position and skew
angle of the word rectangle, determine
corners of the whole Gliif code

11 Warp the Gliif code to a horizontal
700x700 image, send it to the server

12 end

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Gliif detection.

4 Server-side Gliif

The server side of Gliif includes a web front-
end which manages user accounts. As mentioned
above, users can create their own Gliifs, see Fig-
ure 11. Background/Foreground Gliif colors can
be selected (with some contrast limitations, see
below).

Figure 11: Create Gliif.

The Gliff web services are built on the Yii frame-
work and use technologies such as PHP, MySQL
and MongoDB. The encoding/decoding module is
the most important part. Unlike the QR Codes
which embed URL information, the Gliif tech-
nology is embedding a unique serial number into
each image and linking this to a specific action
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Figure 12: Campaign overview.

Figure 13: Campaign details.

via server based decoding. This can be a redi-
rection to a URL in the case of advertising or a
transaction ID as a mobile payment interface. It is
completely cloud-based and there is no decoding
at the mobile level for security purposes (if the
decoding algorithm runs on each device security
problems may eventually arise). The current beta
proprietary algorithm is based on measuring star
positions and shapes. The algorithm supports the
building of 10 trillion unique Gliifs and also incor-
porates Reed-Solomon error correction. Unique
color combinations can be made using RGB selec-
tion based on a 128 background/foreground con-
trast delta. A patent is to be requested for this
decoding algorithm.

Note that server-side decoding is more secure than
QR decoding, for the sensitive information will be
only revealed in the server. With QR codes, the
information associated to the code is revealed both
in the smartphone and also transmitted through
the Internet. That is a serious problem for tar-
geted campaigns in which the content or resources
to provide should be restricted. One of the biggest
issues with QR codes is that they do not lead to
anything of value to the user, so more valuable
digital assets are to be expected in the future.
In some campaigns the content will not be just
a landing page but other actions such as dialing
a phone number, obtaining contact details, down-
loading keys, viewing map locations, etc.

5 Preliminary results

Gliif is currently in beta status. We are currently
evaluating performance in many aspects. The cur-
rent available performance data is shown in Table
1. These values show acceptable figures.

6 Conclusions

QR codes are currently subject to patent litiga-
tion. Apart from that, QR codes are visually un-
pleasant, since they have been designed to be read
by machines, not humans. The reader will proba-
bly think that they are not unpleasant, but design-
ers and publishing experts have already made that
clear. Alternative solutions for QR codes use spe-
cific technologies that limit applicability. Most of
the technologies require a proprietary application
for the content creator, the content consumer, or
both. This paper has described a novel code, the
Gliif, which has been designed to blend into exist-
ing artwork. Every Gliif generated has a unique
identifier, with trillions possible codes. The pa-
per has described the work required both in the
App and server sides, with emphasis on the ad-
vanced computer vision techniques that have been
required. Gliif is currently in Beta, the App being
available for free in the App Store. In the future,
free SDKs will be also released, the only propri-
etary algorithm being the decoder.
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